Static laser speckle contrast analysis for noninvasive burn diagnosis using a camera-phone imager
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Abstract. Laser speckle contrast analysis (LASCA) is an established optical technique for accurate widefield visualization of relative blood perfusion when no or minimal scattering from static tissue elements is present, as demonstrated, for example, in LASCA imaging of the exposed cortex. However, when LASCA is applied to diagnosis of burn wounds, light is backscattered from both moving blood and static burn scatterers, and thus the spatial speckle contrast includes both perfusion and nonperfusion components and cannot be straightforwardly associated to blood flow. We extract from speckle contrast images of burn wounds the nonperfusion (static) component and discover that it conveys useful information on the ratio of static-to-dynamic scattering composition of the wound, enabling identification of burns of different depth in a porcine model in vivo within the first 48 h postburn. Our findings suggest that relative changes in the static-to-dynamic scattering composition of burns can dominate relative changes in blood flow for burns of different severity. Unlike conventional LASCA systems that employ scientific or industrial-grade cameras, our LASCA system is realized here using a camera phone, showing the potential to enable LASCA-based burn diagnosis with a simple image. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.8.086009]
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1 Introduction

Laser speckle contrast analysis (LASCA) is a relatively simple imaging method that utilizes spatial statistics of time-integrated speckle to obtain two-dimensional spatial maps of relative blood flow speed over a wide field-of-view with no scanning. In LASCA, the speckle contrast, defined as the ratio of the spatial standard deviation to the mean speckle intensity, is measured to quantify the degree of local blurring in the speckle image, which is directly related to tissue blood perfusion when no or minimal scattering from static tissue elements is present. As a result, LASCA has been proven effective in estimating relative blood flow in the retina and exposed brain and skin microcirculation. However, LASCA imaging in the presence of static scattering (from the skull or burn layer of skin, for instance) yields a spatial speckle contrast that includes contributions from both dynamic and static scatterers in the sample. This requires the use of novel methods that can improve estimation of the dynamic (perfusion) and static (nonperfusion) speckle components from the measured speckle contrast; otherwise, interpretation of the speckle contrast as an accurate estimate of relative blood flow speed can be confounding.

Over the past several years, a few laser speckle-based imaging techniques have been devised to enable access to perfusion and nonperfusion information inherent in the spatial laser speckle contrast recorded for samples that contain both dynamic and static scatterers. One such method is dynamic laser speckle imaging (LSI) that evaluates the fraction of statically scattered light from the total detected intensity using a standard LASCA imaging system and a novel processing scheme in order to improve estimation of the perfusion rate from the measured spatial speckle contrast. Dynamic LSI was used for in vivo hemodynamic brain imaging through thinned and intact skulls of rodents and showed improved assessment of relative cerebral perfusion levels.

Another technique is multiaxial speckle imaging that fits multiple-exposure spatial speckle contrast data to a novel speckle model that includes both perfusion and nonperfusion components to provide accurate flow measurements in the presence of static scattering. Multiaxial speckle imaging was employed to more accurately evaluate in vivo blood flow changes in mice brain through thinned skull and skin perfusion.

In this work, we use the processing scheme of dynamic LSI to improve estimation of the dynamic (perfusion) and static (nonperfusion) speckle contrast components from the speckle contrast measured by LASCA in burn phantoms and in a porcine burn model. In contrast to typical LASCA imaging systems that utilize scientific or industrial-grade cameras, we realize here a LASCA imaging instrument with a simple camera-phone imager. Importantly, recent LASCA imaging systems using...
simple imagers, including consumer-grade color cameras, webcams, and camera phones, have been shown to be useful for blood perfusion imaging of the human palm and mouse brain. From the perfusion and nonperfusion speckle contrast components, we extract the reciprocal of the speckle correlation time, $\tau_c^{-1}$, and the statically-to-dynamically scattered light ratio (SDR), which provide corrected estimates for blood perfusion and static-to-dynamic scattering composition ratio of burn wounds, respectively. We then show that the SDR, rather than $\tau_c^{-1}$, can largely control the ability of the speckle contrast to distinguish burns of different severity with statistical significance. Hence, we termed the processing scheme static laser speckle contrast analysis (stLASCA).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the camera-phone LASCA imaging instrument and outlines methods for stLASCA processing, preparation of the burn phantoms, and use of the porcine burn model including histopathology and statistical analysis of porcine burn depth. In Sec. 3, we present results and discussion of stLASCA in flow and burn phantoms and in a porcine model in vivo over 104 hours postburn (hpb). Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 4.

### 2 Methods and Materials

#### 2.1 Camera-Phone Laser Speckle Contrast Analysis Imaging Instrument

The camera-phone LASCA imaging system employed in this work is shown in Fig. 1(a). A linearly polarized red He–Ne laser beam (CVI Melles-Griot), reshaped by an engineered diffuser (Thorlabs) to a $\sim$5-cm diameter circle beam, illuminated the sample with an intensity of 0.2 mW/cm², well below the maximum permissible exposure of skin at 633 nm, as indicated by the American National Standards Institute. Backscattered light from the sample was then projected onto a back-illuminated CMOS sensor of an eight megapixel camera phone with a bit depth of 8 bits per color channel (Sony-Ericsson) through a polarizer with its polarization axis perpendicular to the illumination polarization and a $10\times$ zoom lens (Computar). The crossed polarizers rejected specular reflections from the sample surface, and the zoom lens was set to a magnification of 0.07 and an $f$-stop of 8, yielding $\sim$12 to 16 pixels/speckle with $\sim$3 to 4 red Bayer pixels and $\sim$9 to 12 red interpolated pixels. Note that for our application of LASCA with a red He–Ne laser and
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**Fig. 1** Camera-phone laser speckle contrast analysis imaging. (a) Experimental arrangement. PL₁, PL₂, crossed polarizers; D, engineered diffuser; ZL, $10\times$ zoom lens. (b) Top panel: schematics of the flow/burn phantom used in this work. The phantom consisted of Intralipid (IL) flowing in a polycarbonate tube at speed $v$. The tube was embedded within a statically scattering Teflon slab at various depths, $\Delta z$, or, alternatively, was exposed to air (that is, $\Delta z = 0$ mm) to obtain phantoms with insignificant static scattering. Bottom panel: representative $K^2$-map of a flow phantom with $v = 10$ mm/s and $\Delta z = 0.1$ mm. The perfused region is outlined with dashed lines. High and low $K^2$ values are indicated in red and blue colors, respectively. The solid bar corresponds to 1 mm. (c) $K^2$ versus $v$ in a double-logarithmic scale obtained from flow phantoms with insignificant static scattering. The mean (circles) and standard deviation (error bars) of $K^2$ calculated over 30 successive speckle frames are shown. The inset presents normalized $\tau_c^{-1}$ against $v$. (d) $K^2$ (open circles) and $K^2 - K_2^2$ (solid circles) versus $v$ in a double-logarithmic scale obtained from flow phantoms with larger static scattering ($\Delta z = 0.1$ mm). The mean (circles) and standard deviation (error bars) of $K^2$ and $K^2 - K_2^2$ calculated over 30 successive speckle frames are shown. The inset displays normalized $\tau_c^{-1}$ against $v$ without (open circles) and with (solid circles) correction for static scattering. Normalization of $\tau_c^{-1}$ was performed with respect to $\tau_c^{-1}$ at the lowest flow speed ($v = 0.5$ mm/s).
throughout all experiments, we only utilized the red channel of the demosaiced (interpolated) Bayer data provided by the camera-phone sensor. Finally, the instrument was mounted on a support arm that allowed appropriate orientation placement and stabilization of the system over the sample, thereby eliminating undesired motion of the instrument during data acquisition.

### 2.2 Laser Speckle Contrast Analysis and Static Laser Speckle Contrast Analysis

Videos of speckle patterns were captured with 720p resolution at 30 frames/s by the camera-phone imager. The videos were compressed using H.264, which is a lossy video compression technique that attempts to eliminate duplicate image data between frames (e.g., background information) while estimating image motion data from neighboring frames. The acquired sequence of speckle images was subsequently processed using MATLAB (Mathworks) on a standard personal computer to quantify the spatial laser speckle contrast and its nonperfusion and perfusion components, from which we recovered the SDR and the reciprocal of the speckle correlation time, $\tau_c^{-1}$, of the scattering medium, respectively.

The spatial laser speckle contrast, $K$, is given by

$$K = \frac{\sigma}{\mu},$$

where $\mu$ and $\sigma$ denote the local mean and standard deviation of the speckle intensity pattern, respectively. In LASCA, the estimations for $\mu$ and $\sigma$ (and hence $K$) were computed as the sample mean and the square root of the sample variance of the speckle image, respectively, over spatial windows of 200 × 1000 pixels (for the flow and burn phantoms) and 200 × 200 pixels (for the porcine burns). To reduce measurement noise, the final spatial correlation intervals of a sliding window of 1.25 s × 1000 pixels was applied to 15 to 30 consecutive speckle frames, which were then averaged for noise reduction. Importantly, in the in vivo porcine model study, 15 speckle contrast values were acquired over 0.5 s during circulation intervals of ~1.25 s. The data exhibited a steady level of contrast in these time intervals and were further averaged for noise reduction, thus minimizing breathing artifacts.

The static (nonperfusion) speckle contrast component, $K_s$, of the spatial laser speckle contrast, $K$, reads as (see Appendix)

$$K_s = \beta^{1/2} \rho, \quad \rho = \frac{I_s}{I_s + I_d},$$

(2)

where $\rho$ is the fraction of total light that is statically scattered, $I_s$ and $I_d$ are the mean intensities of light scattered from the static and dynamic scatterers in the imaged medium, respectively, and $\beta$ is a normalization coefficient (so-called coherence factor) calibrated here to a value of 0.05 using a Teflon slab with $\rho = 1$. The SDR of the medium can directly be derived from Eq. (2) to be

$$\text{SDR} = \frac{I_s}{I_d} = \frac{\rho}{1 - \rho} = \frac{K_s/\beta^{1/2}}{1 - K_s/\beta^{1/2}}.$$

(3)

To retrieve the SDR from the speckle data, Eq. (3) was employed with the estimator for $K_s$, computed by cross-correlating two time-sequential speckle frames across observation windows of 200 × 1000 pixels (for the flow and burn phantoms) and 200 × 200 pixels (for the porcine burns) at zero spatial shift (see Appendix). The estimation of $K_s$ was further improved by averaging multiple $K_s$ values calculated over 15 to 30 time-successive frames.

The dynamic (perfusion) part, $K_d$, of the speckle contrast, $K$, is given by (see Appendix)

$$K_d = \left[ \frac{(1 - \rho)^2}{\beta} \int_0^T \left( 1 - \frac{\tau}{T} \right) |g_d(\tau)|^2 d\tau \right]^{1/2},$$

(4)

$$\tau_c^{-1} = \frac{1}{T} \left( \frac{\beta^{1/2} \rho - K_s}{K_d} \right)^2 + 4K_s \beta^{1/2} - K_s.$$

(5)

where $\beta$ and $K_s$ were defined in Eq. (2). To recover $\tau_c^{-1}$ from the speckle data, Eq. (5) was used with the estimates of $K$ and $K_s$ described above. Because $\tau_c^{-1}$ is generally assumed to be proportional to the speed of the moving scatterers in the medium,1,23 Eq. (5) provides corrected recovery of flow speed from $K_d$ in the presence of static scatterers. Note that Eq. (5) converges (up to a proportional constant) to simplified LASCA equations with no or minimal static scattering (that is, $K_s \equiv 0$) reported by Cheng and Duong,1 Cheng et al.,2 and Ramirez-San-Juan et al.22

### 2.3 Flow and Burn Phantoms

Flow phantoms with and without significant static scattering were produced by flowing Intralipid solution (Simga; 9% in absolute concentration) in a 0.6-mm diameter polycarbonate tube (Paradigm Optics) embedded $\Delta z = 0.1$ mm in a statically scattering Teflon slab or exposed to air, respectively, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 1(b). A range of flow speeds from 0.5 to 10 mm/s was generated using a digital syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems).

To mimic skin burn wounds of different depth and blood flow conditions, we fabricated phantoms comprising a statically scattering Teflon slab within which a 9% Intralipid solution was flowing at 3 and 10 mm/s through a 0.6-mm diameter polycarbonate tube embedded at a depth of $\Delta z = 0.1$ to 1.7 mm below the Teflon–air interface, as illustrated in the upper panel of Fig. 1(b). The Teflon slab, having a reduced scattering coefficient of ~35 cm, emulated the upper static burn layer, whereas the 9% Intralipid solution with a reduced scattering coefficient of ~25 cm~1 simulated blood in the viable tissue underlying the burn layer.23 The reduced scattering coefficients of the Teflon and Intralipid solution were measured by oblique-incidence optical reflectometry.24

### 2.4 Porcine Burn Model

An in vivo experiment using a porcine skin burn model was performed at Lahav CRO research unit (Kibbutz Lahav, Israel).
study protocol was approved by the National Animal Care and Use Committee (#IL-13-05-098) and was executed in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. The porcine skin model was selected due to the high resemblance of porcine skin to human skin in terms of structure and wound healing. In addition, this model has the advantage of allowing comparison to histopathology which, in most cases, is unavailable in human injuries.

One domestic female pig (Sus scrofa domestica), crossbred between Mixed Landrace and Large White, weighing 33 kg and approximately two months old was used in this experiment. The pig was individually housed, had access to water, and acclimated to the facilities for 5 days prior to use. The pig was fasted for 12 h before anesthesia, and hair was removed from the pig dorsum immediately prior to experiment. All burn procedures were performed under general anesthesia, induced by intramuscular injection of Ketamine HCl (Clerketam® 1 g/10 ml, Vetoquinol, Lure, France) 10 mg/kg, Xylazine HCl (Thiazone® 100 mg/ml, Ceva Animal Health Pty LTD, New South Wales, Australia) 2.0 mg/kg, and IV after vein flow insertion of Diazepam (Assival® 10 mg/2 ml, Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd, Hungary) 5 mg/pig. An endotracheal tube was used for mechanical ventilation with 2% to 3% Isoflurane (Ohmeda 100°C, Datex-Ohmeda, Inc., Wisconsin). Electrocardiogram, heart rate, O2 saturation, and body temperature were continuously monitored throughout the experiment (VitaLogic™ 6000, Mennen Medical, Pennsylvania).

Forty-eight partial-thickness burns were inflicted by varying the contact time between a brass block heated in boiling water to 100°C and the animal skin. Specifically, twelve 3 x 3 cm2 burns were created on the pig dorsum at each of the four contact time of 10, 20, 30, and 40 s, yielding four burn groups. As shown in Fig. 2(a), burns of each group were uniformly distributed across the animal dorsum to reduce the relationship between burn group and position, enabling a longitudinal study with a statistically adequate number of burn biopsies collected from the central field-of-view of the LASCA images. To ensure a contact temperature of 100°C immediately prior to each infliction, the temperature of the brass block was monitored using a thermocouple threaded into the bottom of the block. For each burn site, the brass block was first gently touched to a towel to remove water drops and was subsequently placed on the animal skin. Only the weight of the block was used to form the burns and no additional pressure was applied, as depicted in Fig. 2(b). Furthermore, to avoid variations in creating the burns, one person (Y.S.) created all burns.

### 2.5 Histopathology

For a blinded histologic analysis, four 4-mm biopsy punches of each burn group (corresponding to contact times of 10, 20, 30, and 40 s) were collected from different locations across the entire animal dorsum at 8, 32, and 104 hpb. Burn regions were punched at the center and were then excluded from subsequent imaging measurements. All biopsies were processed and stained using hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), which darkens in the presence of denatured dermal collagen, yielding histology images, as those shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). To assess burn depth, histological slides were evaluated independently by two pathologists against predetermined histologic criteria, including, for example, disorganization of the basal layer, vascular collapse, eosinophilia (or blurring pattern) of collagen fibers, and empty cavity of the pilosebaceous unit. The burn thickness was determined to be corresponding to the deepest identified histologic feature within the burn under examination. Burn depth was reassessed by both pathologists together in cases where their blind assessment resulted in depth differences larger than 0.1 mm.

### 2.6 Statistical Analysis

To test the significant difference between the burn groups, a one-way analysis of variance followed by Tukey’s post-hoc test was performed on histologic burn depth and normalized $K^2$, SDR, and $\tau^{-1}$ measured for four burn groups of contact times of 10, 20, 30, and 40 s at biopsy times of 8, 32, and 104 hpb. $K^2$, SDR, and $\tau^{-1}$ were normalized by the corresponding $K^2$, SDR, and $\tau^{-1}$ values of normal porcine skin measured in a control region on the animal dorsum at the time of biopsy.

### 3 Results and Discussion

#### 3.1 Validation of the Camera-Phone Laser Speckle Contrast Analysis Imaging Instrument for Perfusion Measurements

To validate the camera-phone LASCA system for perfusion measurements, we studied flow phantoms with and without significant static scattering (see Sec. 2.3). The lower panel of
Fig. 1(b) shows a typical speckle contrast map ($K^2$-map) of a flow phantom with significant static scattering as measured by the system. The embedded perfused region, outlined in dashed lines, is clearly observed. Figure 1(c) presents the results of $K^2$ and relative speckle correlation time, $\tau_c^{-1}$, against actual flow speed, $v$, in a phantom with insignificant static scattering. Here, $\tau_c^{-1}$ was retrieved using Eq. (5) with $K_s = 0$. Note that $K^2$ versus $v$ is plotted in a double-logarithmic scale and that error bars represent standard deviations. The linear relationship of $K^2$ and relative $\tau_c^{-1}$ with flow speed is evident (red dashed line) and that error bars represent standard deviations. Despite $K^2$ values being extracted from H.264 video compressed data (possibly with reduced precision due to the lossy raw data compression), these results validate the camera-phone LASCA imaging prototype for accurate perfusion measurements when no or insignificant static scattering is present. Figure 1(d) depicts $K^2$ and relative $\tau_c^{-1}$ versus $v$ in a phantom with significant static scattering prior to (open circles) and following (solid circles) correction of $K^2$ and $\tau_c^{-1}$ for static scattering. Note that $K^2$ versus $v$ is plotted in a double-logarithmic scale and that error bars are standard deviations. The SDR of this phantom, which quantifies the static-to-dynamic scattering composition ratio of the sample, was calculated using Eq. (3) to be 20-fold larger than that of the phantom with insignificant static scattering. The data clearly show that the linearity of $K^2$ and relative $\tau_c^{-1}$ measurements obtained by traditional LASCA (which does not correct for static scattering) breaks down in the presence of static scatterers ($R^2 = 0.414$ for $\tau_c^{-1}$), whereas LASCA with $K^2$ and $\tau_c^{-1}$ for static scattering [via $K^2 \rightarrow K^2 - K_s^2$ and Eq. (5), respectively] preserves the linearity of $K^2$ and relative $\tau_c^{-1}$ even when static scatterers are present ($R^2 = 0.946$ for $\tau_c^{-1}$). Although speckle contrast data were computed from H.264 compressed videos (possibly with reduced precision compared to uncompressed video data), these results confirm the ability of the camera-phone LASCA imaging system with correction for static scattering, termed stLASCA as previously noted, to provide corrected estimates for the relative static-to-dynamic scattering composition ratio and flow speed in samples consisting of both dynamic and static scatterers.

### 3.2 Camera-Phone Static Laser Speckle Contrast Analysis Imaging of Burn Phantoms

To explore the applicability of the camera-phone stLASCA prototype in burn diagnosis, burn phantoms of different depth and perfusion rate conditions were studied (see Sec. 2.3). Figure 3(a) shows the behavior of the normalized $K^2$ versus thickness of the simulated burn, $\Delta z$, at flow speeds of $v = 3$ mm/s (solid circles) and $v = 10$ mm/s (up-pointing triangles) in the phantoms. From Fig. 3(a), we can clearly see that $K^2$ increases with thickness of the simulated burn for both flow speeds, validating the known result that speckle contrast increases with burn severity. However, $K^2$ increases differently for the two flow speeds as indicated by the gap between the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 3(a). In particular, while relative changes in flow speed were detectable by $K^2$ at simulated burn depths as low as $\Delta z = 0.3$ mm, no relative changes in flow speed were reliably measured by $K^2$ at larger depths. The increase in speckle contrast for the deeper burn phantoms should therefore be due to higher static scattering in these phantoms, rather than reduced perfusion as typically assumed for an increase in speckle contrast in the absence of static scatterers.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)

These results reinforce the fact that interpretation of the spatial laser speckle contrast as an accurate estimate of relative flow speed can be confounded by the presence of static scattering.

To obtain improved information on the nonperfusion and perfusion components in the burn phantoms, we extracted from the measured speckle contrast, the SDR and $\tau_c^{-1}$, for each phantom using Eqs. (3) and (5), respectively. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) depict the normalized SDR against thickness of the simulated burn, $\Delta z$, and a bar graph of the relative $\tau_c^{-1}$ values,
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respectively. Figure 3(b) clearly shows that the normalized SDR increases identically with the thickness of the simulated burn for the two flow speeds used in the experiments. Furthermore, reduction and increase of the Intralipid concentration in the 1.1-mm burn phantom raised and lowered the normalized SDR at $v = 3 \text{ mm/s}$, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(b), for Intralipid concentrations of 3% (orange diamond) and 15% (cyan square). Similar results were obtained at flow speed of $v = 10 \text{ mm/s}$ but are not shown for clarity of the plot. These findings suggest that the SDR of a burn wound can convey useful information on the static-to-dynamic scattering composition ratio of the burn regardless of blood perfusion irregularities in the wound, thereby providing a novel nonperfusion measure for discriminating burns of different severity. Finally, we note from Fig. 3(c) that the corrected estimator for relative $r_{c}^{-1}$ [Eq. (5)] can detect the difference between the two flow speeds used in the various burn phantoms with a $p$-value of 0.15.

### 3.3 Camera-Phone Static Laser Speckle Contrast Analysis Imaging of Porcine Burn Model In Vivo

We next tested the camera-phone stLASCA system for burn diagnosis in vivo using a porcine burn model (see Sec. 2.4). To determine the actual depth of the different burns, inflicted by a hot probe with contact times of 10, 20, 30, and 40 s, a histologic analysis was performed. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show representative histology images of 10- and 40-s burns at 8 hpb, respectively. The histologic depth of the burns, indicated with a vertical double arrow, was determined to be corresponding to the deepest identified histologic feature from amongst several criteria (see Sec. 2.5). For example, the thickness of the 10-s burn in Fig. 2(c) was determined by the location of the empty cavity of the pilosebaceous unit (pointed by the asterisk), whereas the thickness of the 40-s burn in Fig. 2(d) was resolved by identifying eosinophilic collagen fibers in the tissue (pointed by the arrowhead). Figure 4 shows box plot representation of histologic burn depth by four burn groups (of contact times of 10, 20, 30, and 40 s) at 8, 32, and 104 hpb. These plots reveal that only the 10- and 40-s burns were statistically distinct over the entire course of the longitudinal study. This result may stem from the limited burns thickness and relatively large variability of burn depth within each burn group obtained by the infliction technique used here. Burn wounds created with devices designed to apply a controlled, reproducible pressure to the animal skin could probably improve the statistical significance between burn groups of different contact time. Nevertheless, statistically significant correlations between probe contact time and histologic burn depth were found over the entire course of the experiment ($r = 0.75, 0.7, 0.66$ at 8, 32, and 104 hpb, respectively; $n = 16$). Note that the progressive decrease in correlation over time may be due to the dynamic evolution of the burns.

To study the ability of the camera-phone stLASCA imaging instrument to distinguish burns of different depths (and hence severity), we measured the speckle contrast for the different burns at 8, 32, and 104 hpb. Figure 5 presents representative color photos of 10- and 40-s burns at 2 hpb along with the corresponding normalized $K^2$-maps measured at 8, 32, and 104 hpb. While the image of the 10-s burn showed white and pink areas at the wound site, the photo of the 40-s burn appeared white throughout the entire wound region, allowing one to visually distinguish 10-s burns from 40-s burns. Inspection of the corresponding normalized $K^2$-maps reveals that the 10- and 40-s burns experienced a different increase in speckle contrast over the course of the study relative to normal skin. Specifically, while a similar increase in speckle contrast was found for both types of burns at 8 hpb, the more severe 40-s burns exhibited a slower recovery of the speckle contrast over time as can be observed from Fig. 5. We note that in contrast to the 10- and 40-s burns, the 20- and 30-s burns were indistinguishable by eye from the 40-s burns at 2 hpb [see Fig. 2(a)], and their corresponding normalized $K^2$ maps appeared relatively similar to that of the 40-s burns at 8 and 32 hpb (data not shown).

To quantify relative changes in the speckle contrast images of the porcine burns with respect to normal porcine skin, we generated the box plot of relative $K^2$ by the four burn groups (of contact times of 10, 20, 30, and 40 s) at 8, 32, and 104 hpb, as presented in Fig. 6(a). The figure shows a considerable increase in $K^2$ at 8 hpb relative to normal skin for all burn types. However, no significant difference between the four burn groups

---

**Fig. 4** Box and whisker plots of histologic burn depth for four porcine burn groups of different contact times of 10, 20, 30, and 40 s. Plots are shown for (a) 8 hpb, (b) 32 hpb, and (c) 104 hpb. The boxes represent the median (orange middle line) and mean (black cross) limited by the 25th (Q1) and 75th (Q3) percentiles. The whiskers are the upper and lower adjacent values, which are the most extreme values within Q3 + 1.5(Q3 – Q1) and Q1 – 1.5(Q3 – Q1), respectively. Single and double asterisks represent statistically significant differences between burn groups ($P < 0.05$ and $P < 0.01$, respectively). The number of biopsied burns obtained at each contact time was 4.
was detected by $K^2$ at 8 hpb, possibly due to the limited graded burn severity obtained by the infliction probe and the complex pathophysiology of thermal burns a few hours following injury. At 32 hpb, $K^2$ of the different burn groups remained higher than that of normal skin; yet, normalized $K^2$ median values were lower than those recorded at 8 hpb, pointing on a possible initial recovery of the burns. In addition, normalized $K^2$ measured at 32 hpb showed a statistically significant correlation to inflictor contact times ($r = 0.84, n = 29$) and significantly distinguished the 40-s burns from the three other burn types, and the 30-s burns from the 10-s burns. At 104 hpb, $K^2$ was still higher than that of normal skin for all burn types and its median values were lower than those estimated at 32 hpb, implying the progress of healing of the wounds. Furthermore, normalized $K^2$ at 104 hpb presented a statistically significant correlation to probe contact times ($r = 0.77, n = 14$) but could significantly distinguish between the 40- and 10-s burns only.

We further extracted from the measured speckle contrast improved information on the nonperfusion and perfusion components in the porcine burns by computing the SDR and $\tau_{c}^{-1}$ for
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**Fig. 5** Representative color photos of 10-s and 40-s porcine burns at (a) 2 hpb alongside with the corresponding normalized $K^2$-maps at (b) 8 hpb, (c) 32 hpb, and (d) 104 hpb (top row: 10-s burns, bottom row: 40-s burns). Normalization of $K^2$ was performed with respect to $K^2$ of normal porcine skin. High and low normalized $K^2$ levels are indicated in red and blue colors, respectively. The outlined region represents the central burn area. The scale bar is 10 mm.

![Fig. 6](image_url)

**Fig. 6** Box and whisker plots of normalized (a) $K^2$, (b) SDR, and (c) $\tau_{c}^{-1}$ for four porcine burn groups of different contact times of 10, 20, 30, and 40 s. Plots are shown for 8, 32, and 104 hpb. $K^2$, SDR, and $\tau_{c}^{-1}$ were normalized to $K^2$, SDR, and $\tau_{c}^{-1}$ of normal porcine skin. The boxes and whiskers signify the same as in Fig. 4. The purple plus signs represent outliers. Single and double asterisks denote statistically significant differences between burn groups ($P < 0.05$ and $P < 0.01$, respectively). The number of burns used in the statistical analysis was as follows: at 8 hpb, 43 burns (11 burns at each of the contact times of 10, 20, 30 s and 10 burns at 40-s contact time); at 32 hpb, 29 burns (8 burns at 10-s contact time and 7 burns at each of the contact times of 20, 30, and 40 s); and at 104 hpb, 14 burns (4 burns at each of the contact times of 10 and 20 s, and 3 burns at each of the contact times of 30 and 40 s).
each burn [using Eqs. (3) and (5), respectively], and subsequently quantifying their change relative to the SDR and \( \tau^{-1} \) of normal porcine skin, respectively. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show, respectively, the box plots of relative SDR and \( \tau^{-1} \) by the four burn groups (of contact times of 10, 20, 30, 40 s) at 8, 32, and 104 hpb. A few points can be drawn from these figures as follows: (i) At 8 hpb, all burn types experienced an increase in SDR and a decrease in \( \tau^{-1} \) relative to normal skin, implying the higher static-to-dynamic scattering composition ratio and lower blood perfusion of the wounds (with respect to normal porcine skin). However, similarly to the speckle contrast measured at 8 hpb [Fig. 6(a)], no significant difference between the four burn groups was identified neither by the SDR nor by \( \tau^{-1} \) at 8 hpb. (ii) At 32 hpb, the median values of the normalized SDR (\( \tau^{-1} \)) of the four burn groups remained higher (lower) than those measured for normal skin but lower (higher) than those at 8 hpb, indicating a possible initial recovery of the burns. Most importantly, while SDR at 32 hpb showed a statistically significant correlation to probe contact times (\( r = 0.67, n = 29 \)) and significantly distinguished the 40-s burns from the three other burn types, \( \tau^{-1} \) at 32 hpb presented a statistically insignificant correlation to inflictor contact times and significantly distinguished between the 30- and 10-s burns only. These results show that the SDR, rather than \( \tau^{-1} \), can largely control the ability of the measured speckle contrast to distinguish burns of different severity with statistical significance, suggesting that relative changes in the static-to-dynamic scattering composition of burns can dominate relative changes in blood flow for burns of different depth. (iii) At 104 hpb, the median SDR (\( \tau^{-1} \)) of the four burn groups remained higher (lower) than that measured for normal skin but was lower (higher) than those at 32 hpb (except for the SDR of the 30-s burns), implying the progress of healing of the burns in terms of reduced static-to-dynamic scattering composition ratio and increased blood perfusion of the wounds. Unlike speckle contrast measured at 104 hpb, no significant difference between the four burn groups was identified neither by the SDR nor by \( \tau^{-1} \) [probably due to the noisier estimates for SDR and \( \tau^{-1} \) at 104 hpb, as seen in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), respectively].

Comparison of our speckle contrast results for the graded porcine burns with those obtained recently by Ponticorvo et al.\(^8\) using spatial LSI with a scientific-grade monochrome camera\(^2\) reveals that, in both studies, all porcine burns experienced an increase in \( K^2 \) relative to that of normal skin and shows that \( K^2 \) had an increasing trend with burn severity at times longer than 8 hpb [see Fig. 6(a) here and Fig. 5(b) in Ref. 29]. Note that \( K^2 \) is proportional to the reciprocal of the speckle flow index,\(^1\)\(^1\)\(^3\)\(^1\)\(^8\) used in Ref. 29. Although this similarity is not unexpected (as both spatial LSI and stLASCA use spatial sampling of speckle to measure the speckle contrast), stLASCA introduces a previously neglected correction of speckle contrast for static scattering in burn wounds, providing corrected estimates and improved interpretation of nonperfusion and perfusion information on the wounds in terms of the static-to-dynamic scattering composition ratio and blood perfusion, respectively [see Figs. 6(b) and 6(c)]. Note that the difference between the speckle contrast results here and in Ref. 29 at times ≤8 hpb may be associated to different porcine models and burn infliction techniques used.

### 4 Conclusions

We have demonstrated a noninvasive and contactless cameraphone stLASCA imaging system for assessing burn severity in an animal model in vivo. The system incorporated an improved processing scheme with a previously neglected correction of speckle contrast against statically scattered light from the burn wound. This processing scheme was shown to provide corrected estimation for the perfusion and nonperfusion components in the burn by means of the reciprocal of the speckle correlation time (\( \tau^{-1} \)) and the SDR, respectively, thereby facilitating interpretation of speckle contrast data of burn wounds. In particular, using stLASCA of graded porcine burns, we showed that the SDR (which measures the static-to-dynamic scattering composition ratio of the wound), rather than \( \tau^{-1} \) (which is proportional to the blood perfusion rate in the burn), can largely control the ability of the measured speckle contrast to distinguish burns of different severity with statistical significance during the first 48 hpb, suggesting that relative changes in the static-to-dynamic scattering composition of burns can dominate those in blood flow for burn wounds of different severity.

Although the current system employed a large red illumination laser and a zoom magnifying lens, compact laser diode modules and detachable camera-phone zoom lenses could be used in the future.\(^6\)\(^1\)\(^6\)\(^1\) In addition, camera-phone stLASCA devices could enable imaging of bigger burn surfaces by utilizing wider illumination and larger image sensors and could be designed to be handheld using numerical image stabilization methods, such as speckle image registration.\(^1\)\(^2\) Finally, we envision that speckle contrast maps, SDR, and \( \tau^{-1} \) values could ultimately be generated by a smartphone application within several tens of milliseconds.\(^1\)\(^4\)

### Appendix

This appendix describes the model for the squared spatial laser speckle contrast, \( K^2 \), and follows the formalism described by Zakharov et al.\(^5\)\(^1\)\(^0\) Consider a coherent light source illuminating a scattering medium with static and dynamic scatterers. Light waves propagate in the medium and are backscattered off both types of scatterers, forming speckle intensity patterns that are detected by the camera sensor. An expression for the squared spatial contrast of the time-integrated speckle intensity pattern can be derived to be\(^1\)\(^8\)\(^1\)\(^0\)

\[
K^2 = \frac{2\beta}{T} \int_0^T \left( 1 - \frac{\tau}{T} \right) |g_1(\tau)|^2 d\tau, \tag{6}
\]

where \( \beta \) is a normalization coefficient (so-called coherence factor), \( T \) is the camera integration time, and \( g_1(\tau) \) represents the normalized temporal correlation function of the static and dynamic electric fields and is given by\(^9\)\(^1\)\(^0\)\(^3\)

\[
g_1(\tau) = (1 - \rho)|g_d(\tau)| + \rho, \tag{7}
\]

where \( g_d(\tau) \) is the normalized temporal correlation function of the dynamic electric field (with characteristic decay time of \( \tau_c \)) and \( \rho \) is the fraction of total light intensity that is statically backscattered and reads as

\[
\rho = \frac{I_s}{I_s + I_d}. \tag{8}
\]
where $I_i$ and $I_d$ are the mean intensities of light scattered from the static and dynamic scatterers in the imaged medium, respectively. By substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), $K^2$ can be written as

$$K^2 = (1 - p)^2 \frac{2p}{T} \int_0^T \left( 1 - \frac{t}{T} \right) |g_d(t)|^2 \, dt + 2p(1 - p) \frac{2p}{T} \int_0^T \left( 1 - \frac{t}{T} \right) |g_s(t)| \, dt + \beta p^2,$$  \quad (9)

where the first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (9) comprise the dynamic (perfusion) part of the squared speckle contrast, $K_d^2$, and the third term represents the static (nonperfusion) component of $K^2$, denoted by $K_s^2$. To evaluate $K_s^2$, assume that the camera frame rate $T_f$ satisfies $T_f \gg \tau_s$, and thus the spatial cross-correlation of two time-sequential speckle frames at zero spatial shift essentially includes only the static speckle component.\textsuperscript{9,10,34} Using the Siegert relation,\textsuperscript{34} $K_s^2$ can now be expressed as

$$K_s^2 = g_s(T) - 1 = \frac{\langle I(t)I(t+\tau) \rangle}{\langle I(t) \rangle} - 1,$$  \quad (10)

with $g_s(\tau)$ representing the normalized temporal intensity autocorrelation function, $I(t)$ being the speckle intensity recorded at time $t$, and $\langle \rangle$ denoting spatial (or ensemble) averaging over an observation window in space. Next, by substituting the value of $K_s$ from Eq. (10) into Eq. (3) and calibrating $\beta$ using a Teflon slab,\textsuperscript{9,10} the SDR of turbid media can be estimated.

Finally, to effectively assess the reciprocal of the speckle correlation time, $\tau_c^{-1}$, in scattering media, assume the following normalized correlation functions $g_d(\tau) = e^{-\tau_c/\tau_s}$ or $g_s(\tau) = e^{-\sqrt{\tau_c}/\tau_s}$ for samples with backscattering ballistic and diffusive dynamics,\textsuperscript{9,12,24} respectively. Using the above models for $g_s(\tau)$ in Eq. (9) with $T \gg \tau_s$, $\tau_c^{-1}$ can readily be derived as Eq. (5).
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